
Distinction Drives Demand for 
Systems Integrator
“The Cost of Missing Metrics campaign helped our business 
development executives by giving them something to share with 
prospects that wasn’t just vendor marketing collateral. Using editorial 
coverage to provoke, progress and cultivate opportunities has been an 
important part of our growth and contributed to the quality of 
opportunities and the velocity with which they have been converted.”

As a result of the campaign, we’ve seen 72 potential leads download 
the whitepaper asset and an increase in engagement and website 
traffic. The Cost of Missing Metrics highlighted The Greenlight Code as 
well as our customer expertise and boosted our sales.”
Sarah Ward, Marketing Manager, Greenlight Commerce.



Introduction 
and objectives

Introduction
§ Greenlight Commerce builds and 

manages eCommerce sites for 
businesses.

§ The company had 
a big problem: it knew its 
approach was different, but its 
prospects didn’t. This was further 
exacerbated by existing 
customers that wouldn’t allow 
it to talk about the ways in which 
its solutions had benefitted them.

§ The sales team was struggling 
to cultivate a response from the 
company’s consultation, expertise 
and services, in part because 
these intangible qualities lacked 
credibility. The company needed 
something to show prospects it 
was different.

Objectives
• Develop a tangible 

and demonstrable distinction 
between Greenlight and its 
competitors

• Create an environment in which it 
is easier for 
the Greenlight Commerce sales 
team to sell more

• Give Greenlight Commerce the 
loudest voice amongst agreed 
competitors



Strategy

§ Develop a Greenlight Commerce philosophy demonstrably different to that of its 
competitors

§ Use earned media endorsement to make the philosophy tangible and credible 
within the industry

§ Provide a dynamic catalogue of credible third-party endorsement that is engaging 
for the B2B decision-maker

§ Promote content across owned and shared social channels to reinforce 
conversations and support lead generation



Creativity and Originality

After numerous workshops with the Greenlight Commerce team, 
it became evident that the Greenlight Commerce’s distinction was its 
philosophy. When carrying out a project, Greenlight Commerce follows 
a strict process that ensures planning and measurement is conducted 
thoroughly. To make this process real and tangible, Champion 
developed an 11-point manifesto named The Greenlight Code. This 
code was printed and became a robust piece of collateral that people 
could see and feel, bringing it to life and making it real.

For this code of practice to be taken seriously, it needed to be 
discussed within the industry by trusted figures. A research-based 
campaign titled The Cost of Missing Metrics was developed which 
involved asking 100 eCommerce decision makers a range of questions 
to help evaluate the extent and cost of the problems of 
failed eCommerce projects and the role that poor planning played in 
this.

These results highlighted the need for proper planning 
and measurement of eCommerce projects and the 
Greenlight Code was positioned as the guide offering 
this. This was amplified by third-party earned media 
coverage which gave the Greenlight Code endorsement, 
validation and credibility within the industry.

We then created two micro campaigns out of this 
research which were lead with news announcements, 
briefings, thought-leadership and by-lined articles across 
the defined media within business, retail, marketing and 
eCommerce sectors.



Evaluation

At the start of this campaign we set targets reflecting the share of 
voice of Greenlight Commerce against its competitors, with the 
stated aim of beating its nearest competitors in the relevant media 
for a sustained period of 6 months.

Budget & Cost Effectiveness

§ The total campaign budget: £10,000.

§ The research for this campaign was delivered by a third-party 
supplier and cost £6,000. Champion delivered the campaign for a 
total of £4,000, including: campaign development, survey creation, 
story development, press release drafting, selling into the media and 
creation of content.

Objective Achieved

To increase Greenlight Commerce’s share of voice amongst 
competitors

Share of Voice for Greenlight Commerce is now 49% -
making it the most talked about brand amongst key 
competitors

65% of coverage included messages relating to the 
Greenlight Code

78% of articles were leading mentions

Develop a tangible and demonstrable distinction between 
Greenlight and its competitors

The creation of The Greenlight Code – a unique process for 
businesses to follow

65% of coverage included messages relating to The 
Greenlight Code

500 unique engagements with content via Greenlight 
Commerce’s social media channels

1542 unique engagements through Greenlight’s social 
media channels
KPI target exceeded by 309%

5 pieces of coverage in tier-1 target media outlets. Achieved 18 pieces of coverage, all in top tier press including 
Internet Retailing, Essential Retail, PCR and Marketing 
Week
KPI target exceeded by 300%
Reaching a potential target audience of 13,973,000 decision 
makers

www.championcomms.com

http://www.championcomms.com/

